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Human Dignity is a legal conception which quotes widely in the field of 
Human Rights theory. In more than 200 years history of American 
constitutional government development, human dignity has been experienced a 
remarkably different process which is in the ordinary legal system as same legal 
concept. Based on ideological foundation that established by Locker and so on 
classical natural jurist, Declaration of Independence, U.S. Constitution, as well 
as the patching provision Right Bill has introduced the human dignity theory, 
and it was promoted this conception as American constitution constitutionalism 
foundation and inherent spiritual acknowledged which accepted generally by 
the scholars . 
This article takes the human dignity content in the meaning of the U.S. 
Constitution spirit as the backbone, trace to the historical origin theory of 
human dignity, and its relations with the U.S. Constitution. Interpretation of the 
different essence of human dignity under this particular context is given by the 
United States. Finally, with the unpredictable advancing changes in the history, 
human dignity as the spirit of the Constitution are being questioned, and it must 
face the blame .    
This thesis is about 30,000 words, altogether divided into four parts.  
Chapter 1: An overview of the general theory of human dignity. Remount 
to the history of human dignity exploring the human dignity, and the 
relationship between the United States Constitution and human dignity.  
According to apprehension, emphasis on the United States Constitution, and the 
legal nature and core content of human dignity.  
    Chapter 2: Human dignity embodied interpretation in the United States 















Constitution (including Right Bill), as well as the Supreme-court most 
representative legal precedent and the explanation, unearths human dignity 
form the constitution spirit. 
Chapter 3: Human dignity by being questioned. Analysis of the reason, 
explained the most compelling animadversion, widely held views, and blend 
with conflicting cases to explain the inevitable animadversion human dignity 
suffered.      
 Conclusion: In short review of the thesis，emphasize human dignity as the 
American Constitution spirit of the troubled inevitable. 
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① 本文中人的尊严，译自于英文词汇 human dignity。学者们将其译为人性尊严、人类尊严、个人
尊严或者人格尊严。其中人性尊严和人的尊严的称谓为多数人所广泛使用，然争执颇多。代表
性的观点如林来梵认为所谓人的尊严、人性尊严以及人类尊严，均是同一个德国宪法学用语
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① 龙晟．人性尊严法律概念之历史[J]．法治论丛，2008，(4)：58．  










































                                                 









































                                                 
① 参见 LTE, GEORG. ed. European and US Constitutionalism[M] .Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005 . p100. 
② 参见 BAILEY, RONALD. On Human Dignity[EB/OL] .http://www.reason.com/news/ show/118608 
.html. 2007-09-02.  
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